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SUMMARY
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Premature death among individuals with epilepsy is higher than in the general population,
and sudden unexpected death is the most common cause of this mortality. A new multisite
collaborative research consortium, the Center for sudden unexpected death in epilepsy
(SUDEP) Research (CSR), has received major funding from the National Institutes of
Health (NIH) to examine the possible biologic mechanisms underlying this potentially preventable comorbidity and develop predictive biomarkers for interventions that could lower
SUDEP incidence. This inaugural report describes the structure of the CSR, its priorities for
human and experimental research, and the strategic collaborations and advanced tools
under development to reduce this catastrophic outcome of epilepsy. The CSR Partners
Program will work closely with committed volunteer agencies, industry, and academic institutions to accelerate and communicate these advances to the professional and lay community.
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Recent estimates indicate that sudden unexpected death
in epilepsy (SUDEP) is responsible for approximately 7,000
deaths each year in the United States and Europe, and is the

second most common cause, after stroke, of the number of
adult life years lost—an estimated incidence of 1.16 deaths
per 1,000 individuals with epilepsy.1 The cumulative risk of
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genetic factors. The development of tractable model systems to explore biomarkers for the inherited and acquired
vulnerability to premature lethality was identified as a priority. This led to NINDS funding for two, 3-year P20 planning
grants in 2011 to organize the infrastructure for a subsequent NIH Center Without Walls for SUDEP Research. In
2014, after a competitive review, the two planning consortia
were successfully merged into the Center for SUDEP
Research (CSR; http://www.sudepresearch.org), comprising 14 institutions collaborating in a broad spectrum of basic
science and clinical approaches. In this report, we briefly
describe the rationale and structure of the CSR, its scientific
programs, research cores, and the CSR Partners Program for
SUDEP outreach to the epilepsy community.

Overview

Figure 1.
Outline of NINDS Center for SUDEP Research.
Epilepsia ILAE

SUDEP is high, approaching 7% over 40 years, and 12% in
individuals with epilepsy who are not taking antiepileptic
medication and who are not in remission.2 The precise
underlying causes are unknown, and no targeted prevention
strategies currently exist, other than seizure reduction.3,4 In
2008, the American Epilepsy Society and the Epilepsy
Foundation convened a task force, which led to a workshop
sponsored by the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS) at the NIH (National Institutes of
Health) to assess current SUDEP knowledge and to make
recommendations for future research,5 as summarized in the
NINDS Epilepsy Research Benchmarks Area IIID3. At that
time, very few postmortem SUDEP cases had been analyzed
neuropathologically, and none genetically. Clinical assessment of living individuals with peri-ictal abnormalities that
suggest increased SUDEP risk had not been studied for
lethal outcomes. There were no validated experimental
models of underlying SUDEP mechanisms. The Task Force
recognized the limitations of single-center studies in accumulating a sufficient number of clinical cases for systematic
investigation. It emphasized the need for hypothesis-driven,
prospective, multicenter basic science and clinical research
that integrated multimodal biologic parameters including
cardiovascular, respiratory, autonomic, biochemical, and

Pathophysiology, prediction, and prevention: the
essential research mission of the CSR
The occurrence of SUDEP is usually seizure related.6
Poor seizure control, frequent generalized tonic–clonic seizures, and long-standing epilepsy are consistent risk factors.4,7 Deaths are typically unwitnessed, nocturnal events
associated with prone position,8 with circumstantial evidence of ictus.9 Deaths occurring in an epilepsy monitoring
unit (EMU) reveal combined cardiorespiratory failure after
generalized tonic–clonic seizures.10 Young people with epilepsy (20–40 years) are up to 24 times more likely to die
suddenly than the general population,11 although SUDEP
can occur at other ages.1 No antiepileptic medication has
been consistently implicated in SUDEP.12,13 Because most
individuals with epilepsy share similar population risk profiles yet do not die prematurely, a better definition of objective, individualized pathophysiologic risk indicators that
can be routinely assessed following the diagnosis of epilepsy is urgently required. Genetic profiling may reveal
molecular risk biomarkers. As additional deleterious mutations in genes linked to SUDEP are discovered and correlated with abnormal clinical measures, a checklist for
assessing SUDEP risk can be developed and validated.
Advancing the basis for personalized SUDEP risk prediction and ultimately its prevention, is a central scientific and
clinical research goal of the CSR.

Clinical Investigation
Human peri-ictal cerebral, autonomic, and respiratory
dysregulation studied in the EMU
Generalized tonic–clonic seizures are frequently followed by postictal generalized electroencephalography
(EEG) suppression (PGES), an electrophysiologic pattern
that correlates with peri-ictal sympathetic and parasympathetic dysregulation14 and seizure-related respiratory
depression.15 Prolonged PGES is a quantifiable, age-driven16 candidate biomarker of individual SUDEP risk17 and
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has been reported in all observed EMU SUDEP cases.10
Interventions after generalized tonic–clonic seizures
shorten PGES, potentially reducing SUDEP risk.18 Peri-ictal cardiac arrhythmias are common occurrences in
SUDEP.10,19 The role of changes in heart rate variability
(HRV) in seizure survivability is uncertain.20 Maintenance
of blood pressure and heart rate mediated through the
baroreflex may be altered in individuals with epilepsy during the interictal, nonseizure state, and also during blood
pressure challenges in the immediate postictal state
(Valsalva, tilt tests).21 During this vulnerable period, profound hypotension has been reported.22 Impaired baroreflex
sensitivity, with subsequent compromised cerebral blood
flow and an inability to recover from extreme postictal
hypotension is a potential SUDEP mechanism. Peri-ictal
respiratory apnea has been reported in near-SUDEP and
recorded SUDEP cases. Severe, prolonged, end-tidal CO2
increases can appear during seizures with prolonged ictal
apnea. Ictal hypoxemia was seen in 48.9% of children and
26.8% of adult seizures.23 Previously unrecognized patterns
of tachypnea and profound cardiorespiratory dysfunction
were followed by terminal apnea and cardiac arrest in 10
monitored cases of SUDEP.10 Brainstem dysfunction may
contribute to fatal cardiorespiratory dysfunction, although
this is a challenging region for human neurophysiologic
study. Recent imaging evidence of structural abnormalities
in the dorsal mesencephalon,24 as well as in cardiac and respiratory control structures in the forebrain25 suggest a role
for premortem imaging in individuals with epilepsy.
A major focus of the CSR clinical research EMU network
is to examine the complex interplay between seizure-induced suppression of cortical and brainstem function, disordered peri-ictal breathing, and autonomic dysfunction. The
influence of seizure phenotype, prospectively studied with
multimodal physiologic parameters including EEG, electrocardiography (ECG), oxygen saturation, CO2, breathing,
and biochemical measures, will be correlated with advanced
imaging to compare individuals with epilepsy who are at
high and low risk for SUDEP. Exploratory studies to map
critical seizure networks connecting forebrain and brainstem26 will better define critical SUDEP networks. Genotype–phenotype correlations in individuals with abnormal
peri-ictal physiology will permit experimental validation of
genetic contributions. This program carries substantial promise for premortem SUDEP risk identification.
Defining autonomic and imaging biomarkers of SUDEP
The objective of this project (principal investigators
[PIs]: Lhatoo, Harper, and Diehl) is to identify specific
seizure types and potential processes in brain structures,
the failure of which may lead to autonomic or respiratory
arrest and a fatal outcome. Measures that are not routinely
monitored in EMUs, including blood pressure, overall and
instantaneous HRV, baroreflex sensitivity, blood catecholamines, breathing patterns (rate, O2, CO2, apnea, and
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hypopnea), sweating during baseline, and peri-ictal events
(including sleep and waking seizures) are under study.25
The analysis includes simple descriptive procedures, as
well as time/frequency domain methods of cross-correlation, coherence, power spectral, and autoregressive
modeling to determine interactions between autonomic
dysregulation indices and EEG patterns such as PGES
within this population. Imaging studies will determine the
magnitude and laterality of gray and white matter abnormalities using high-resolution T1 volumetric and morphometric procedures and diffusion tensor imaging in
autonomic and respiratory regulatory sites (e.g., right ventral medial frontal cortex, bilateral insulae, bilateral hippocampus, right ventrolateral medulla, caudal raphe,
bilateral fastigial nuclei and cerebellar cortex, and dorsal
and caudal thalamus), and relate that damage to EEG and
autonomic patterns in subgroups of individuals monitored
in the EMU with frequent (>1 month) refractory generalized tonic–clonic seizures (high SUDEP risk), compared
to lower SUDEP risk patients (<1 month or no history of
generalized tonic–clonic seizures). These identified risk
biomarkers will be used to develop and validate a quantifiable SUDEP risk model for clinical use.
Building a multisite clinical data analysis infrastructure
The low annual incidence of SUDEP (~1%) requires multicenter participation to prospectively accrue sufficient
SUDEP/near-SUDEP cases to power statistical study.
Power analysis for autonomic studies suggests that at least
2,500 individuals are necessary for prospective analysis,
placing considerable infrastructural demands on such projects. The clinical epilepsy phenotype; syndromic and
genetic information; multimodal physiologic, biochemical,
and respiratory measurements; and collection for standardization, integration, and presentation require significant
bioinformatics expertise and infrastructural resources. The
Informatics and Data Analytics Core (PI: Zhang) will
develop the necessary digital infrastructure for the storage
and analysis of complex multimodal, dynamic seizure variables (EEG, ECG, continuous blood pressure, O2, and CO2)
with second to second measures. Data from individual cases
recruited at multiple clinical sites within the EMU network
are uploaded to a common digital analysis platform. A common analytics component will facilitate unified signal processing of acquired data and house a collaborative database
for mining the large physiologic datasets acquired from
individuals with epilepsy by participating investigators.27
The neuropathology of SUDEP
Advances in our understanding of SUDEP are critically
dependent on comparisons of SUDEP postmortem brains
with controls. This project (PIs: Thom and Devinsky) will
recruit cases for study and gather evidence to test leading
hypotheses regarding neurochemical dysfunction of
selected neurotransmitters such as the serotonergic, puriner-
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gic, and adenosine systems in autonomic brainstem structures in cases of SUDEP. Advanced 9.4T magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) imaging, complemented by
quantitative stereologic and immunohistochemical techniques are used to study neuronal and astrocytic densities in
central autonomic network structures such as the insula,
anterior cingulate cortex, and amygdala, along with cardiorespiratory and median raphe brainstem nuclei. This collaboration will examine a large collection of formalin-fixed
SUDEP brains, along with prospectively collected frozen
brain tissue from epilepsy surgery. Systematic neuropathologic analysis will provide a comparative reference map of
histopathologic and neurochemical abnormalities that are
altered in SUDEP.28
SUDEP brain morphometry, tractomics, and genomic
cores
Two research cores were created as essential translational
components of the Center. The Morphometrics Core (PI:
Goldman), is responsible for imaging and neuropathologic
analysis of brains from SUDEP cases recruited prospectively in the United States. These cases are entered into an
efficient analysis pipeline that begins with high-resolution
7T MRI scanning and three-dimensional tractomic analysis
of descending forebrain-brainstem pathways (Warfield,
Harvard/Children’s Hospital) followed by neuropathologic
tissue examination (Anderson, Harvard/Beth Israel Hospital). The data sets are then correlated with genotypic information. Detailed MRI volumetric analysis of brainstem is
being standardized from imaging performed across the CSR
multisite network, based on protocols developed in a recent
MRI study of SUDEP cases that identified abnormalities in
brainstem cardiorespiratory regions.24 This study focuses
attention on an underexplored opportunity to identify early
structural signs of SUDEP risk in living individuals with
epilepsy.
The Molecular Diagnostic Core (PIs: Belmont and
Goldman) plays an essential role in the CSR with the
responsibility for genetic analysis of SUDEP cases and
bioinformatics that can ultimately lead to risk prediction
in individuals living with epilepsy. Along with monogenic
causes of SUDEP, recent work reveals that inherited risk
factors for epilepsy and SUDEP may be remarkably complex, both genetically and biologically.29,30 A whole-exome analysis of 18 SUDEP and probable SUDEP cases
shows a significantly increased genome-wide polygenic
burden per individual compared to epilepsy and nonepilepsy disease controls, suggesting a polygenic contribution
to SUDEP risk.31 Gene variant profiling of a single
SUDEP case demonstrates that premature lethality could
likely be the result of mutations in not one, but three
distinct genes, each conferring SUDEP risk.32 Various
hypotheses regarding genetic contribution to personal
SUDEP risk (rare gene sequence variants, copy number
variants, and oligogenic patterns of common gene vari-

ants) are being tested using whole exome and whole genome approaches. Data will be analyzed using advanced
bioinformatic filtering algorithms to extract and profile
deleterious variants, which are deposited in a global database. Ultimately, genomic risk data will be linked to individuals studied at clinical sites with extensive
phenotypical monitoring data, allowing those with physiologic abnormalities to be mined for high- and low-risk
genetic profiles.

Experimental Approaches
Limbic control over brainstem respiratory stability
Delayed recovery of breathing following a seizure may
be a major cause of SUDEP.33 Recent studies during presurgical evaluation of individuals with temporal lobe epilepsy
show that apnea can coincide with propagation of seizures
to the amygdala.26 Stimulation of the left or right amygdala
with depth electrodes caused prolonged apnea (up to 47 s)
and decreased O2 saturation (to as low as 87%). Remarkably, despite being awake and alert during amygdala stimulation, the individuals were unaware that they were not
breathing. This project (PI: Richerson) centers on the experimental evaluation of the hypothesis that a combination of
prolonged apnea and respiratory agnosia, combined with
postictal depression of consciousness, may be important in
causing some cases of SUDEP.
The exact pathways and mechanisms involved in propagation of seizures from the limbic forebrain to the brainstem
respiratory network remain poorly understood. Neurons of
the reticular activating system (RAS) are one possible connection, and their inhibition during the postictal state could
contribute to respiratory depression and a decreased level of
arousal. Serotonin neurons are a component of the RAS that
stimulate respiratory activity34 and wakefulness35 in
response to a rise in blood CO2. Experiments in mice are
examining the role of serotonin neurons in SUDEP using
long-term video/EEG/ECG monitoring. These studies show
that the risk of seizures, postictal apnea, and postictal death
are all increased in mice with genetic deletion of serotonin
neurons.36 The action of serotonin in stimulating breathing,
as well as forebrain-mediated wakefulness, is mediated in
part through activation of 5-HT2a receptors.35 Thus, defects
in the serotonin system could increase the risk of SUDEP,
and pharmacologic agents that enhance serotonergic tone
could lower it. Further definition of serotonin’s role in
SUDEP using genetic mouse models may provide novel
biomarkers of risk and also new avenues for treatment.
Cardiac genes, autonomic balance, and brainstem
spreading depolarization
Two interrelated lines of translational research focus
on identifying molecular mechanisms underlying abnormalities in cardiac rhythmicity, and brain-heart signaling
Epilepsia, 56(11):1700–1706, 2015
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as SUDEP risk mechanisms. The first of these projects
(PIs: Parent and Isom) involves the examination of ion
channel mutations derived from individuals with Dravet
syndrome who carry a known elevated SUDEP risk.
Rather than re-engineer these mutations into unrelated
experimental model cells, the native genetic mutation is
studied directly in neurons or cardiomyocytes derived
from the individual. Using induced pluripotent stem cell
technology, the effects of the mutation on excitability is
examined in induced excitatory neurons, inhibitory neurons, autonomic neurons, and cardiac myocytes.37 The
key advantage of this approach is that the mutation is
evaluated in the same genetic context (i.e., in the presence of other genetic differences existing in that individual) and therefore reflects a far more meaningful
functional assay of the genetic defect. This approach is
uncovering crucial and unanticipated data on sodium currents in neurons38 and cardiac myocytes. Concurrent
studies of a Dravet syndrome mouse model have also
shown abnormally increased sodium current and hyperexcitability of cardiac myocytes in vitro, as well as ventricular arrhythmias in vivo in the setting of SUDEP.39
Currently other candidate mutations in cardiac ion channel genes are under analysis in model systems including
cultured cells, and murine and transgenic rabbit models.
For example, mouse models of epileptic encephalopathies
caused by heterozygous putative gain-of-function mutations in Scn8a or homozygous loss-of-function mutations
of Scn1b cause epilepsy and SUDEP.40,41 These studies
are essential to move beyond single-cell firing patterns
and evaluate the behavior of neural networks, cardiac
rhythmicity, and autonomic reflexes.
A second project (PI: Noebels) continues the search for
SUDEP phenotypes among monogenic mouse models with
combined epilepsy and cardiac arrhythmia. These gene
models were the first to demonstrate that SUDEP risk can
be a product of a monogenic inherited error. Mutation of
potassium ion channels, in particular those responsible for
well-known long QT cardiac arrhythmias, are immediately
translatable for predicting elevated sudden death risk in
individuals with epilepsy.42–44 The list for human gene profiling of SUDEP cases currently exceeds 20 experimentally
validated genes for SUDEP and this project aims to rapidly
expand that number. This “reverse” genetic approach to
SUDEP gene discovery performed in genetically engineered mouse mutants will accelerate progress in predicting
this rare, but genetically very heterogeneous, human disorder. A parallel goal is to create mouse models of human
SUDEP genes in collaboration with the Molecular Diagnostics Core by engineering candidate genes discovered in
human SUDEP exomes. A third aim is to examine the cellular neurophysiology of these models for clues that may
explain how the mutation confers biologic risk. One newly
discovered mechanism underlying the failure of the brain to
recover following a seizure is the phenomenon of “spreadEpilepsia, 56(11):1700–1706, 2015
doi: 10.1111/epi.13134

ing depolarization.” When this all-or-none event is triggered
in the brainstem, a wave of depolarization spreads slowly
across medullary cardiorespiratory control centers, silencing the pacemaking neurons and preventing recovery of the
heartbeat and normal respiration after a seizure. Mouse
models of SUDEP-bearing mutations in ion channel genes
(Kcna1a potassium channels), and Dravet syndrome (Scn1a
sodium channels) show a dramatically lower threshold for
this fatal event.45 Linking these genes to translational treatments designed to elevate the threshold for spreading depolarization may offer an important lifesaving intervention.

CSR Partners
The CSR senses the urgency for advancing SUDEP
prevention research and has initiated an outreach program
entitled CSR Partners to nonprofit, lay advocacy organizations, industry, and academic institutions. This program will
foster communication and collaboration between CSR investigators and individuals with epilepsy and families who have
lost a loved one to SUDEP. Such partnership is vital for the
future of SUDEP research. In addition, CSR investigators are
eager to inform the epilepsy community about ongoing
research in the CSR, as well as research opportunities for individuals with epilepsy and their families. CSR Partners, therefore, has the important responsibility of providing updates on
research activities within the CSR and promoting collaborative activities to the interested public.

CSR Pilot and Feasibility
Program
The CSR’s Pilot Feasibility Program has provided
grants for exploratory research (one clinical and one basic
science) funded through the Administrative Core to two
young investigators who will join the CSR and collaborate
with CSR researchers to complete their projects. One
institutional partner, Case Western Reserve University,
has provided two additional pilot grants to local investigators. Expanding the exploratory project funding base for
future multi-investigator collaborations while training new
investigators in SUDEP research is an important shared
goal of the CSR.

CSR Collaborators
Matt Anderson, Harvard Medical School (Morphometrics Core).
Lisa Bateman, Columbia University Medical College
(Autonomic and Imaging Biomarkers of SUDEP).
John Belmont, Baylor College of Medicine (Molecular
Diagnostics Core).
Maura Boldrini, New York University (Neuropathology
of SUDEP).
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Orrin Devinsky, New York University (Neuropathology
of SUDEP).
Beate Diehl, University College London (Autonomic and
Imaging Biomarkers of SUDEP).
Daniel Friedman, New York University (Neuropathology
of SUDEP and Autonomic and Imaging Biomarkers of
SUDEP).
Brandy Fureman, National Institute of Neurological
Disorders and Stroke, National Institutes of Health (Administrative Program Director).
Brian Gehlbach, University of Iowa Carver College of
Medicine (Autonomic and Imaging Biomarkers of
SUDEP).
Alica Goldman, Baylor College of Medicine (Morphometrics Core & Molecular Diagnostics Core).
Ronald Harper, University of California, Los Angeles
(Autonomic and Imaging Biomarkers of SUDEP).
Lori Isom, University of Michigan, (iPSC and Mouse
Neurocardiac Models).
Samden Lhatoo, Case Western Reserve University (CSR
Co-Director; Autonomic and Imaging Biomarkers of
SUDEP and Clinical Administrative Core).
Kenneth Loparo, Case Western Reserve University (Informatics Core, signal analytics for Autonomic group).
Susanne Mueller, University of California, San Francisco
(Morphometric Core).
Maromi Nei, Thomas Jefferson University Hospital (Autonomic and Imaging Biomarkers of SUDEP).
Jeffrey Noebels, PhD, Baylor College of Medicine (CSR
Co-Director; Cardiac and Gene Circuits and Basic Science
Administrative Core).
Doug Nordli, Ann & Robert H. Lurie Children’s Hospital
of Chicago (Autonomic and Imaging Biomarkers of
SUDEP, Respiratory and Arousal Mechanisms).
Jack Parent, University of Michigan (iPSC and Mouse
Neurocardiac Models).
George Richerson, University of Iowa (Respiratory and
Arousal Mechanisms).
Stephan Schuele, Feinberg School of Medicine at Northwestern University (Autonomic and Imaging Biomarkers of
SUDEP).
Chad Shaw, Baylor College of Medicine (Molecular
Diagnostics Core).
Sanjay Sisodiya, University College London (Neuropathology of SUDEP and Molecular Diagnostics Core).
Maria Thom, University College London (Neuropathology of SUDEP).
Simon Warfield, Harvard Medical School (Morphometrics Core).
Vicky Whittemore, National Institute of Neurological
Disorders and Stroke, National Institutes of Health
(Scientific Program Director).
Guo Qiang Zhang, Case Western Reserve University (Informatics and Data Analytics Core) (Fig. 1).
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